Angelenos dream of a new 'citified' Los Angeles, but will we be able to practice what we preach?
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Neighborhood streets shouldn't be speedways, but they shouldn't be parking lots either
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Speed kills. So do carbon emissions. So why does California give free rein to leadfoots?
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Los Angeles is a city of parking lots. It doesn't have to be
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The LAPD's pedestrian safety program is just a jaywalker's Get Out of Jail Free card
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All those scooters everywhere? That’s a good thing
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L.A. backs Venice Boulevard’s controversial ‘road diet’ as activists threaten to sue
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More people are dying on L.A.’s streets despite a push to eliminate traffic fatalities
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In L.A.’s future, you may not need a car, insurance or a parking space
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Using California gas tax to reduce traffic lanes? Not how it should be spent, some say
L.A.’s slow buses aren’t just shedding riders, they’re becoming climate liabilities


L.A. is hemorrhaging bus riders — worsening traffic and hurting climate goals


Metro is doing a bad job making transit habit-forming for Angelenos

San Francisco made one its busiest streets car-free. L.A. can do it too
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Los Angeles is building plenty of housing ... for cars
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Orson Bean’s death on Venice street sparks mourning, concern over pedestrian safety
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San Francisco bans most cars from Market Street. Will other California cities follow?
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New initiative will calm traffic on residential streets to create space for safer outdoor recreation

With restaurants hurting, cities look to turn streets into dining rooms
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